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DOCTRINE OF LACHES

Evolution
This doctrine was traced back to the centuries where the King used to rule their
territories. It was developed where the plaintiff in equity delayed the filing of petition
which shall be barred by the limitation and therefore, the relief was denied on the
basis of laches even though there is no specific prejudice was shown to the
defendant.

Meaning
The term laches is derived from the Latin word “Laxus” meaning “lax”. The general
term laches means the unreasonable delay in asserting a claim which may result in
dismissal. The Doctrine of laches means the unreasonable delay in filing the suit and
such delay shall be prejudicial to the opposing party. It is an application of the Latin
maxim Vigilantibus non dormientibus aequitas subvenit which says the law comes to
the rescue for diligent people and not to the person waived their rights. This doctrine
has not provide the remedy to the person who has clarified his actions by waiving of
his right to claim or the defendant has been put on different position by the plaintiff
conduct and the negligent behaviour that it has jeopardized and if the plaintiff thinks
to claim it in future.

Essentials
1. Acquiescence on the petitioner’s part.
2. Any change of the position that had occurred in the respondent part.

Three Components Of Latches


There must be delay in bringing the suit.



Unreasonable for delay must exist.



The delay shall be prejudicial to the opposing party.
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Issues On The Application Of The Doctrine


If the Supreme Court can place any time limit on petitions filed under Article 32.



The provisions curtail in the Indian Restriction Act will extend to the Supreme
Court in compliance with the facts or some other restriction.

CASE LAWS
Case 1
Tilokchand Motichand & Ors vs H.B. Munshi & Anr, 1970 AIR 898.
Held -A relief asked for under Art. 32 cannot be refused on the ground of laches. The
provisions of the Limitation Act have no relevance either directly or indirectly to
proceedings under Art. 32. Considerations which are relevant in proceedings under
Art. 226 are wholly out of place in a proceeding like the one before us. The decision
of this Court referred to in the judgment of Bachawat and Mitter JJ. where this Court
has taken into consideration the laches on the part of the petitioners are not apposite
for our present purpose. None of those cases deal with proceed under Art. 32 of the
Constitution-

Case 2
Shri Vallabh Glass Works Ltd. v. Union of India, (1984) 3 SCC 362.
Held - Whether relief should be granted to a petitioner under Article 226 of the
Constitution where the cause of action had arisen in the remote past is a matter of
sound judicial discretion governed by the doctrine of laches. Where a petitioner who
could have availed of the alternative remedy by way of suit approaches the High
Court under Article 226 of the Constitution, it is appropriate ordinarily to construe any
unexplained delay in the filing of the writ petition after the expiry of the period of
limitation prescribed for filing a suit as unreasonable.
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Case 3
B.Swamidoss v. Presiding Officer And Others, 2018 SCC ONLINE MAD 12500.
Held - The amount erroneously recovered amount was already returned to the
petitioner vide Cheque No. 185260 dated 15.12.1995 and the said amount was
received by the petitioner. Hence, the claim petition preferred by the petitioner
before the Labour Court is barred by latches. Therefore, the petitioner is not entitled
to pension under RPFC Pension Scheme. The petitioner was estopped from claiming
the said benefit under the said scheme had not opted for Family Pension Scheme
and filed the claim petition after delay of 5 years hit by doctrine of latches.

Case 4
S. Vaidhyanathan v. Government Of Tamil Nadu, Rep By Its Secretary And Others,
2018 SCC ONLINE MAD 11643.
There is an inordinate delay and laches on the part of the appellant. What is laches is
as follows:
“Laches or reasonable time are not defined under any Statute or Rules. “Latches” or
“Lashes” is an old french word for slackness or negligence or not doing. In general
sense, it means neglect to do what in the law should have been done for an
unreasonable or unexplained length of time. What could be the latches in one case
might not constitute in another.
The latches to non-suit, an aggrieved person from challenging the acquisition
proceedings should be inferred from the conduct of the land owner or an interested
person and that there should be a passive inaction for a reasonable length of time.
What is reasonable time has not been explained in any of the enactment.
Reasonable time depends upon the facts and circumstances of each case.”
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Case 5
R.Sivaperumal v. District Collector, 2019 SCC ONLINE MAD 31157.
Held - The petitioner made representation after a lapse of 17 years for issuing priority
certificate. The petitioner has not approached the authority concerned immediately.
Therefore, the writ petition filed by the petitioner squarely hit by the doctrine of
latches.
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